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Abstract-The rapid rise of digital music and movie platforms has resulted in an overabundance of options for users, making it 

increasingly difficult for people to choose content that matches their emotional inclinations. In response, this paper provides a Python-based 

mood analyser. The suggested system analyses textual data connected with music and movie information, user reviews, and emotions expressed 

in multiple sources using natural language processing techniques and machine learning algorithms. The technology can recognise the emotional 

features present in the content and then offer personalised music tracks and films to users based on their desired emotional state by using 

sentiment analysis and emotion identification algorithms. The algorithm intends to refine its recommendations and increase the accuracy of its 

emotional analysis by harnessing the large quantity of data accessible. The system may change and evolve as a result of this continual learning 

process, ensuring that users receive the most relevant and personalised material based on their emotional preferences. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of digital music and movie platforms transformed the way user consume entertainment. Users are faced with the 

problem of navigating through an overwhelming array of possibilities to locate content that resonates with their preferences, with 

large libraries of music tracks and movies readily available [1]. Traditional technologies, however, frequently fail to capture the 

emotional side of material, which is critical to user engagement and happiness.Emotions are inherent to human experiences and 

can have a substantial impact on how much user like music and films. Individuals' responses to different emotional states vary, 

impacting their preferences and perceptions of entertainment content. Recognising the importance of emotions in content 

consumption, researchers and developers have begun to investigate mood analysers that can provide personalised data based on 

users' desired emotional experiences[2]. The major goal of this system is to improve the user experience by making personalized 

data based on the users' emotional preferences. The system intends to analyse the emotional features embedded in music tracks, 

movies, and associated textual data, and use this information to provide personalised suggestions by using sentiment analysis and 

emotion identification techniques.The system analyses textual data related with music and movie metadata, user reviews, and 

emotional expressions using natural language processing (NLP) techniques. The system extracts sentiment scores using sentiment 

analysis algorithms, which provide insights into the overall positivity or negativity of the text. Emotion recognition models 

trained on labelled emotional data are also used to classify the emotional content of music, films, and associated textual 

information.The system sorts the data using collaborative filtering algorithms that take into account both user preferences and 

emotional profiles[3]. The algorithm discovers content pieces that are likely to elicit the required emotional experiences by 

comparing users' emotional states and preferences with those of comparable users. Users can express their emotional preferences 

explicitly or enable the system to infer emotions based on previous interactions and feedback. 

Compared to previous techniques like local Binary Patterns, Eigenfaces, Fisherfaces the suggested mood analysers have 

significant advantages. It gives a more personalised and engaging user experience by infusing emotions into the recommendation 

process, enhancing user happiness and retention. Furthermore, it assists consumers in discovering new content that corresponds to 

their emotional states, promoting discovery and broadening their entertainment horizons. 

 

Healemodetects your mood and plays songs and playlists according to your mood. This project uses a webcam to capture an 

image of the user, classify their facial expressions as happy, sad, surprised, or angry, and play a song or video corresponding to 

the input image. A big advantage of Healemo is that users don't have to manually implement and select songs and videos. 

A user's facial expression can be assigned a specific numerical value, and it suggests songs and videos based on the user's mood. 

A machine learning model can be built to classify the following user phrases: 

- surprised, happy, sad. Machine learning, deep learning, and deep faces that recognize user's facial expressions. Machine learning 

is the field of science and technology that trains and equips machines to learn and make decisions in the same way that humans 

learn, think, observe and make decisions[4]. A major goal in developing machine learning algorithms is to write a program that 
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takes input data and statistical analysis to predict an output. Machine learning means giving machines the intelligence, instincts 

and thinking skills of humans. Deepface is a lightweight facial recognition and facial attribute analysis framework (age, gender, 

emotion, race) for Python. This is a hybrid facial recognition framework that includes state-of-the-art models. 

VGG Face, Google FaceNet, OpenFace, Facebook DeepFace, DeepID, ArcFace, Dlib. Experiments show an accuracy of 97.53° 

for the human face recognition task, but these models have already reached and exceeded this level of accuracy. Deep learning is 

one of the most powerful learning methods. A deep learning model is a combination of nodes and layers. They are trying to 

simulate how neurons and brains work. Replicate the workings of the brain. This is one of the subfields of machine learning [5]. 

An overview of how the user gets the multimedia interface is shown in Figure 1 below.  

 
Fig 1: Emotion detection using haar cascade 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

The instrument feature that accepts real-time video or camera input to record and share your face can be used for a variety of 

activities. The methods used can be clearly understood through their tabular representation [6]. This section describes the 

prerequisites for the facet disclosure system. Use the Deepface algorithm to compare with other algorithms and identify its 

superior features. Furthermore, all techniques are analyzed on a temporal and spatial basis. It cites the hair cascade as the most 

important approach to facet disclosure. Differences in facet disclosure performance between OpenCV and MATLAB are also 

listed, along with their respective strengths and weaknesses. Methods like camshaft and hair cascade are more efficient with 

verifiable output, but the camshaft method and the revelation by gesture method are the exceptions for the time reference. Using 

the Haar cascade improves accuracy in describing faces.  

A real-time facial emotion recognition system for multimedia applications. It utilizes machine learning algorithms to detect and 

classify facial expressions in real-time, enabling emotion-aware multimedia systems[6]. The authors emphasize the importance of 

real-time emotion recognition in multimedia applications, as it enables immediate and dynamic responses based on user emotions. 

They discuss how facial expressions are a rich source of emotional cues and how recognizing and understanding emotions from 

facial expressions can enhance user experiences in multimedia systems. 

Deep learning techniques for emotion recognition in multimedia applications[7]. It investigates different deep learning models 

and architectures to achieve accurate emotion detection from facial expressions in images and videos.The authors emphasize the 

growing interest in using deep learning for emotion recognition, as deep learning models have demonstrated remarkable 

capabilities in capturing complex patterns and representations from multimedia data. They discuss how deep learning techniques 

have shown promising results in various multimedia domains, including image recognition, speech analysis, and natural language 

processing. 

An overview of emotion recognition from facial expressions for multimedia applications[8]. It discusses various approaches, 

datasets, and challenges in emotion detection and recognition, highlighting the potential applications in multimedia systems. 

A real-time facial emotion recognition system using deep learning techniques[9]. It focuses on the application of emotion 

recognition in multimedia scenarios and discusses the performance of different deep learning models for accurate emotion 

detection. A flow of the project is represented in the below figure 2 which represents how the application is going to detect the 

emotion of the user and suggest the multimedia. 
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Fig 2: how the emotion is detected using deepface model in Healemo 

Emotion recognition from speech signals for multimedia applications[10]. It provides an overview of different approaches, 

datasets, and evaluation metrics used in speech-based emotion recognition, highlighting its relevance and potential for multimedia 

systems. 

Emotion recognition in videos using deep learning techniques for multimedia applications[11]. It examined how to obtain 

temporal information and detect emotion from video data using convolutional neural networks (CNN) and recurrent neural 

networks (RNN).  

An overview of emotion recognition in music for multimedia applications[12]. It discusses various methods and features used to 

extract emotional content from music signals, highlighting the potential applications in multimedia systems such as music 

recommendation and mood-based playlist generation. The authors begin by emphasizing the importance of emotion recognition in 

textual data, as text-based content is prevalent in many multimedia applications such as social media, online reviews, and 

customer feedback. They discuss the significance of understanding and interpreting emotions expressed in text for enhancing user 

experiences and enabling personalized multimedia content delivery. 

Emotion recognition using physiological signals such as electroencephalogram (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG), and galvanic 

skin response (GSR) for multimedia applications [13]. It discusses different methods, feature extraction techniques, and 

challenges in utilizing physiological signals for emotion detection. The authors begin by emphasizing the importance of emotion 

recognition in HCI, as it enables computers and multimedia systems to understand and respond to human emotions, thereby 

enhancing user experiences. They discuss the significance of emotion-aware systems in areas such as virtual reality, gaming, 

healthcare, and education. 

Emotion recognition in virtual reality (VR) environments for multimedia applications[14]. It discusses the challenges and 

opportunities in detecting emotions from user behavior, physiological signals, and facial expressions in immersive VR 

experiences. The authors emphasize the importance of recognizing emotions in autonomous vehicles as it can contribute to a more 

personalized and adaptive driving experience. Understanding the emotions of passengers can enable the vehicle to respond 

accordingly, providing a comfortable and tailored environment that suits the emotional state of the occupants. 

An overview of cross-modal emotion recognition techniques for multimedia applications[15]. It explores the fusion of multiple 

modalities such as audio, video, and text to improve emotion recognition accuracy and discusses the challenges and future 

directions in cross-modal emotion analysis. The survey also addresses the challenges and open research directions in cross-modal 

emotion analysis. It discusses issues such as data heterogeneity, modality imbalance, and multimodal alignment. The authors 

propose potential solutions and highlight the need for developing robust and scalable algorithms that can effectively handle these 

challenges. 

III. PROPOSED WORK  

After doing study and research,anidea of building a recommendation system that suggests the user songs, videos, quotes 

according to their mood, after doing facial expression analysis came up. The algorithm assumes that the user makes multiple 
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facial reactions while looking at her webcam. These facial reactions can provide fairly accurate suggestions. By analyzing the 

user's facial expressions, it can process and generate songs, videos, and quotes. Her webcam on the device recognizes the user's 

face and provides input. Healemo performs facial expression analysis on the input to identify the user's facial expressions. For 

example, after identifying a phrase, the algorithm matches it with "surprised," "happy," "sad," and "angry."  

A. Comparison with other algorithms: 

Comparison of Deepface with commonly known facial analysis algorithms: 

Haar Cascade Classifiers:Haar cascades are a classic method for face detection, but they have limitations in terms of accuracy, 

especially in challenging conditions such as variations in lighting, pose, and occlusion. Deepface, on the other hand, utilizes deep 

learning techniques to achieve more accurate and robust face detection. 

 

Local Binary Patterns (LBP): LBP is a texture-based method commonly used for face recognition. While LBP can be efficient 

and perform well in certain scenarios, it may struggle with variations in pose, illumination, and other facial attributes. Deepface, 

with its deep learning models, can provide improved face recognition accuracy and handle more complex face variations. 

Eigenfaces: Eigenfaces is a traditional method for face recognition that uses Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to represent 

and recognize faces. While Eigenfaces can be computationally efficient, it may not perform as well as deep learning-based 

approaches like Deepface when faced with complex face variations and large-scale datasets. 

Fisherfaces: Fisherfaces is another traditional face recognition technique that uses Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to find 

discriminative features for face classification. Like Eigenfaces, it may struggle with variations in pose, illumination, and other 

facial attributes compared to deep learning-based methods like Deepface. 

Deepface, with its use of deep learning models, offers several advantages over these traditional algorithms. Deep learning models 

can learn hierarchical representations of facial features, allowing them to capture more complex patterns and variations in the 

data. They can adapt and generalize better to different datasets, leading to improved accuracy in face detection, recognition, and 

emotion analysis tasks. 
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B. FlowChart of HealEmo 

 

Fig 3: FlowChart of HealEmo 

 

C. Proposed Work 

● Step   1:   Import all required libraries.  

● Step  2:   Get the real time input from the webcam. 

● Step  3:   Detects the input face area. 

● Step 4:  Recognize the input facial expressions by running the model prepared in the previous step. 

● Step 5: Mapping of detected facial expressions using the Deepface algorithm. 

● Step 7: Calculating the results and then suggesting songs according to the user’s mood. 
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D. Implementation 

After the above work is proposed, the algorithms are implemented using Python, Jupyter Notebooks, machine learning 

techniques, Tensorflow, Keras, Pandas, and other Python libraries and dependencies. For the Interface part, Frontend Web 

Technologies like HTML5, CSS, JavaScript, React.Js for Image capturing and implementing music player are used. 

Following the steps mentioned in the proposed work for Image  Processing using Python:- 

Step 1: Importing all required libraries. 

 

Fig 4: Representing the libraries which are used to detect emotion 

 

Step 2: Detect the facial region in input section 

 

Fig 5: Detect facial region in the input 
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Step 3 - Analysing facial emotion using DeepFace 

 

Fig 6: Analysing the facial emotion using deepface algorithm 

 

Fig 7: revealed facial expression using deepface 

 

IV. RESULTS 

It is difficult to identify accurate human emotion or mood because each person has distinct face traits. However, it can be 

identified to some extent with appropriate facial expressions. The device's camera should have a greater resolution. The WEB 

application created is operational, and the screenshots that were taken while using it are shown below.  

 

Model used Description 

VGG-Face The architecture of the model includes a sequence of 

convolutional layers with tiny filter sizes, followed by max-

pooling layers, which aid in the extraction and capture of 

significant facial features at various scales and degrees of 

abstraction.  
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Facenet It processes an input image of a face through various layers of 

convolutional and pooling techniques. These layers record 

various levels of facial details and spatial interactions. 

Facenet512 A triplet loss function is used to train the model to urge 

embeddings of the same person's face to be near together and 

those of other individuals to be far away. The model computes 

embeddings for new face images in inference, which can then 

be compared to a database for identification or similarity 

assessment.  

openface It includes a set of pre-trained models and tools for 

performing facial analysis tasks such as face identification, 

verification, and facial landmark detection. Deep neural 

networks are used by OpenFace to extract facial data and 

build embeddings that represent the unique qualities of each 

faces.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Happy 

 

Fig 8: happy emotion detection using deepface 

 

2. Surprise 
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     Fig 9: Surprise emotion detection using deepface 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Anger 

 

Fig 10: angry emotion detection using deepface 

4. Neutral 
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Fig 11: neutral emotion detection using deepface 

V. CONCLUSION 

Healemo successfully achieves its objective of suggesting personalized songs, videos, and quotes to users in real time through 

facial expression recognition. The algorithm demonstrates approximately accurate face recognition and detection of users' facial 

expressions from live input. The project operates flawlessly, handling real-time input with remarkable speed and without any 

errors or disparities. Extensive efforts have been dedicated to ensuring its effective functionality. Healemo has undergone 

successful design, implementation, and testing on real devices by users, solidifying its practical viability. Healemo has provided 

valuable insights into the challenges inherent in developing a machine learning project, while also imparting programming skills 

that have significantly enhanced the software's design and implementation logic at each stage of the development life cycle, 

resulting in improved overall project performance. 

 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

The project can be developed such that it gives more accurate results. Different suggestions can be made by player in the near 

future like podcasts, stand ups etc. 

It can be optimized to run in less space, less time and on lower specification hardware. More reactions could be added to make it 

more accurate, and current shortcomings will be fixed in later updates.   
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